Grizzly Grocery
Jockey Box Instructions
*Please note that all Jockey Box equipment is not property of Grizzly Grocery, but rented from one
of our distributors. They make every effort to test and preset all parts to ensure they work properly.
We will also provide a keg tap at no charge in the event that there is an issue.*
Keeping the keg cold is important to the function of the Jockey Box system. Kegs when used with a Jockey Box system should
never be stored in direct sunlight and in the heat of the summer it is wise to place the keg in an ice filled bucket. This way, the
beer in the keg stays cold and the performance of the Jockey Box remains optimum.
Coil systems – The coil should be fully submerged in ice and as the ice melts the water should be drained and more ice added. Be
sure to keep the drain closed on the cooler box and only open when draining water to add ice. DO NOT fill with ice until you have
everything set up and the beer in the system.

The Set-up.
1. Pre-position your equipment. You will need a table or counter to set the Jockey Box on. Position your keg(s) and CO2 tank
to the side, underneath or the rear of the table.
2. Once in position, check all equipment to ensure that the gas is in the off position and that the faucet(s) on the jockey box are in
the closed position. Check all line connections to the jockey box to ensure that they are secure.
3. Connect the Keg using the quick connector. Turn it clockwise until it stops.
4. Once you are hooked up, turn on the CO2 (the pressure has been preset). You should hear the kegs start to get pressurized
and the beer running through the line.
5. Holding a bucket underneath the faucet, open the faucet all the way. During the cleaning process, some excess water will get
trapped in the coils. You will notice water coming out of the faucet. It will then turn to heavy foam (the head of the keg). This is
quite normal. Once you have beer foam coming out of the faucet, you may close the faucet completely.

Do not put ice in the jockey box until you are certain that all of the water is out of the
lines. Pouring ice in prematurely could cause the lines to freeze up.
6. Pour in the ice. The average size jockey box will take approximately 4 bags of ice. Once you have filled the jockey box with ice,
allow the ice to settle for a few minutes.
7. Holding a bucket underneath the faucet, open the faucet all the way to allow the remaining head of the keg (foam) to flow out.
You will notice the flow change from foam, to clear beer. Once you have clear beer running, you are ready to go.

Grizzly Grocery is not responsible for any issues that you
may have while using this equipment.
If you have questions, please ask before renting.
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